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Relaxivity of Gadolinium Complexes Detected by
Atomic Magnetometry
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Laser atomic magnetometry is a portable and low-cost yet
highly sensitive method for low magnetic field detection. In
this work, the atomic magnetometer was used in a remotedetection geometry to measure the relaxivity of aqueous gadolinium-diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid Gd(DTPA) at the
Earth’s magnetic field (40 mT). The measured relaxivity of 9.7
6 2.0 s21 mM21 is consistent with field-cycling experiments
measured at slightly higher magnetic fields, but no cryogens
or strong and homogeneous magnetic field were required for
this experiment. The field-independent sensitivity of 80 fT
Hz–1/2 allowed an in vitro detection limit of ~ 10 mM Gd(DTPA)
to be measured in aqueous buffer solution. The low detection
limit and enhanced relaxivity of Gd-containing complexes at
Earth’s field motivate continued development of atomic magnetometry toward medical applications. Magn Reson Med
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The ability to selectively enhance the contrast of soft tissue in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) distinguishes it
from other biomedical imaging modalities (1,2). Gadolinium complexes, such as the broadly used Gd(DTPA),
decrease the spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) of nearby
water, which alters the signal strength and increases
medical imaging contrast for diagnostic purposes (3,4).
The rate constant for nuclear spin relaxation per unit
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concentration of agent (termed relaxivity) of water protons in the presence of Gd(DTPA) is about 3.8 s1 mM1
at the magnetic fields typical for imaging (>1 T). To minimize the recently documented negative side effects of
Gd(DTPA) (5), higher relaxivity values are desired to
reduce dose without compromising image contrast. Conjugation of gadolinium to large molecules has been used
to increase relaxivity but lower cellular uptake and
altered clearance rates can result (6,7). Decreasing the
magnetic field below 0.1 T enhances the relaxivity of
unconjugated Gd agents (3,4), but the sensitivity of conventional inductive detection is poor at these fields.
Both superconducting quantum interference devices and
atomic magnetometry have good sensitivity at low magnetic fields and can be used as alternative detection
techniques.
Low-field MRI has another diagnostic advantage:
patients with metallic and/or magnetic implants (e.g.,
joint replacements, cochlear implants, pacemakers, or
shrapnel) cannot be easily or safely imaged using conventional techniques. Because it requires no cryogens
and relatively low power to operate, atomic magnetometry also has the unique advantage of portability. Thus,
development of a portable Earth’s magnetic field scanner
could provide diagnosis at remote field sites or battlefields for subjects that cannot receive conventional MRI.
In this work, we report the measurement of Gd(DTPA)
relaxivity at Earth’s field using the optical atomic magnetometer (8–10) in a remote detection geometry (11). Conventional inductive detection would have the magnets
necessary for polarization and the coils used for both
encoding and detection located in near proximity. In the
remote detection geometry, each of these regions can be
physically separated. In this manner, the magnetic fields
needed for prepolarizing the water can be physically separated from the sensitive detectors and the hardware
used for encoding (e.g., spatial (12), velocity (13), or
chemical shift (14) etc).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental setup is described in Fig. 1. Specifically, a buffered aqueous Gd(DTPA) solution is first
polarized to equilibrium magnetization in a 0.6-T magnetic field; this field is generated by permanent magnets
and may have low homogeneity as it is not needed for
spatial encoding. The prepolarizing field provides a
starting magnetization, M0, for measuring the relaxation
rates at Earth’s field in the presence of Gd(DTPA). The
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curves of sample magnetization (M ¼ Mmeasured/2) vs.
evolution time for each Gd(DTPA) concentration are presented in Fig. 2. The magnetization of a given Gd(DTPA)
solution, M, after time, t, can be related to the initial
magnetization, M0, and the relaxation rate (1/T1) by
Eq. 1:


1
M ¼ M0 exp  t
T1

FIG. 1. Description of the experimental schematic: (a) the prepolarization region, which consists of a pair of permanent magnets
(black rectangles) to provide a 0.6 T field and 15 mL reservoir
(blue square); (b) the encoding region where B0 ¼ Earth-field and
a saddle-type coil is used to invert the nuclear spins; (c) the
detection region is comprised of two atomic-magnetometers to
eliminate common mode noise; and (d) variable-speed peristaltic
pump to change the speed of liquid transport from the prepolarizer to the detector. The Gd(DTPA) solution is indicated in blue.

prepolarized solution subsequently flows out of the 0.6T prepolarizing field adiabatically into a 400-mL encoding region in the Earth’s magnetic field (40 mT in our
laboratory). A p pulse (1.6 kHz, 2.4 msec) is applied
using a saddle coil (oriented relative to the direction of
the Earth’s field in our laboratory) to invert the nuclear
spins within the encoding region. This encoding distinguishes these spins from neighboring spins in the flowing solution. The encoded solution subsequently flows
into a 400-mL detection region adjacent to the magnetometer, which has a low-frequency (0.1 Hz) sensitivity of 80
fT Hz–1/2 as detailed in previous publications (8–10).
The magnetometer detects the difference in magnetization between the inverted spins and the noninverted
spins: Mmeasured ¼ M  (M) ¼ 2M, where Mmeasured is
the signal from the magnetometer and M is sample magnetization which depends on the amount of spin relaxation. The detected magnetization is thus divided by 2 to
calculate the sample magnetization.
The relaxation rate of hydrogen nuclei is measured by
varying the time (termed ‘‘evolution time’’) between prepolarization and detection by using a variable-speed peristaltic pump. The 0.6-T prepolarization volume was sufficiently large ( 15 mL) to allow a residence time of at
least 10 T1 for all pumping speeds; this is needed to
ensure that the nuclear spins achieve equilibrium magnetization within the prepolarization region even for the
fastest pump rate. Under these conditions, all solutions
containing various Gd(DTPA) concentrations leave the
prepolarization region with the same initial magnetization, M0, and the sample magnetization, M, measured at
the detector is only due to Earth’s field decay rates in
the presence of Gd(DTPA) rather than insufficient
prepolarization.

½1

Thus, a linear fit to ln(M) vs. t gives a y-intercept of
ln(M0) and a slope of 1/T1. The colored solid lines of
Fig. 2 are the linear regressions to the data, and the
M0 values obtained from linear regressions of each
Gd(DTPA) concentration are similar, as expected for the
constant prepolarization field; the range in M0 values is
only  5% of the mean. The decay profiles for the 1 and
5 mM Gd(DTPA) solutions show very little difference
from the buffer, but noticeably faster decay rates were
observed for Gd(DTPA) concentrations of 10 mM and
greater. This detection limit of  10 mM is quite a bit
lower than the reported values for Gd(DTPA) complexes
at clinical fields (> 50 mM) (15,16). Figure 3 plots the calculated relaxation rates (1/T1 values) for each Gd(DTPA)
concentration. The relaxivity of Gd(DTPA) can be calculated from Eq. 2 (3,4)
1
1
¼
þ aC
T1 T1 ð0Þ

½2

where T1(0) is the relaxation rate observed for the buffer
only, a is the relaxivity, and C is the concentration of
Gd(DTPA). The slope of a linear fit to 1/T1 vs. Gd(DTPA)
concentration results in an Earth’s-field relaxivity value
of 9.7 6 2.0 s1 mM1, which is within error of the
 7.8 s1 mM1 relaxivity obtained from field-cycling
measurements at low fields (0.1–20 mT) (3,4).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
These results of our relaxivity experiment are important
for two reasons. First, to our knowledge, this is the first

RESULTS
Six Gd(DTPA) concentrations in a 10 mM phosphate
buffer solution (used for biological relevance) were studied: 0 (buffer only), 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mM. The decay

FIG. 2. Plot of ln(M) vs. time in Earth’s field between prepolarization and detection; M is the detected magnetization (in units of
1013 T). Solid colored lines are linear fits to the data used with
Eq. 1 to obtain a 1/T1 value for each Gd(DTPA) concentration.
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FIG. 3. Plot of 1/T1 vs. Gd(DTPA) concentration. The dashed line
is a linear fit of the data to Eq. 2. The slope of the linear regression gives a relaxivity value of 9.7 6 2.0 s1 mM1.

reported measurement of the relaxivity of Gd(DTPA)
complexes at magnetic fields as low at 40 mT (Earth’s
field). Second, the sensitivity of the magnetometer is sufficient to detect small changes in Gd(DTPA) concentration with a detection limit of  10 mM. This detection
limit is due to both the higher relaxivity of aqueous
Gd(DTPA) at low field and the excellent sensitivity of
the atomic magnetometer at low field.
Although continued development of this technique is
needed to produce contrast-enhanced images of diagnostic quality, the results show progress in the application
of atomic magnetometers to the field of medicine.
Atomic magnetometry has already demonstrated MRI for
fluid flow in various phantoms (10,17), but the uniqueness of this approach is highlighted by recent MR imaging in the presence of metals (12). This is achieved
through the excellent sensitivity at low magnetic fields,
where skin depth and susceptibility differences are less
severe. Since the sensitivity of atomic magnetometry
only outperforms inductive detection at magnetic fields
less than conventional detection (18), it should not be
considered as a competitor to conventional inductive
detection. Rather, atomic magnetometry should be considered as a complementary tool for diagnosis of patients
with cardiac pacemakers, artificial joints, insulin pumps,
or shrapnel wounds who cannot receive conventional
MRI diagnosis.
Atomic magnetometers have a significant cost advantage over conventional MRI systems; the optical detectors
(no cryogens) and relaxed homogeneity of the prepolarization field present major cost savings. When used in
the remote-detection geometry as described in this work,
the atomic magnetometer could present a cost-effective
method for relaxivity screening of various biofluids,
such as contrast agent detection in urine, or for blood serum screening as a diagnostic (19) or as quality control
during transfusions (20).
Potential in vivo applications of remote detection are
angiography for which blood flow around constrictions
is naturally suited to remote detection. In this geometry,
a portable sensor containing coils for prepolarization and
one-sided gradients would be coupled with the atomic
magnetometer cells. The atomic magnetometer is, however, not limited to remote detection geometries; nano-
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particle detection (21) and magneto-encephalography (22)
have been demonstrated. Direct imaging with atomic magnetometry is more complicated due to the r–3 scaling of
the magnetometer cells. Our calculations suggest that a
surface scanner that generates a low 300-mT prepolarization field equipped with an rf magnetometer of 1 fT Hz–1/2
sensitivity (23) can generate a 32  32 image with voxel
size of 2.2  2.2  2.2 mm3 at 1 cm depth with signal-tonoise ratio of  50 in 12 min. Imaging of deep tissue
would result in significantly larger voxel sizes, but surrounding the subject with multiple magnetometers in a
helmet or tube geometry could gain performance.
Although the estimated imaging performance is not nearly
competitive with clinical technologies, the possibility of
low-field imaging coupled with portability demonstrates
the relevance of atomic magnetometry as a complementary
technique. The results presented here thus motivate further research and development of atomic magnetometers
toward biomedical applications. On the basis of portability, cost, and recent Earth’s field imaging results (8–10),
we expect that ultra low-field, laser-detected microfluidic
rapid-screening and/or contrast-enhanced MRI images
will be useful in future medical applications.
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